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What Does Your Customer Want?
By Rosemary Couture
Your target demographic determines
how you should market. This is particularly
true if your product or service is travel-related,
according to Ashley Simper, owner of Emerge
Marketing Concepts. She specializes in destination marketing strategies. “When millennials
and boomers collide,” her presentation to the
20-county Texas Tropical Trail tourism promotion group, suggested ways to more accurately
target and service customers.
Boomers (ages 52-70) and Millennials
(ages 18-34) comprise the two largest groups of
travelers in terms of money spent and days spent
traveling. For both groups, Wi-Fi access is as
essential as running water. Both groups have increased travel budgets for 2016. Both seek more
experiences rather than “more stuff.” Boomers
already have enough stuff, and millennials are
delaying acquiring possessions. But the cohorts
differ drastically in how they decide where to go
and what they want from travel.
Baby boomers, Simper said, are generally lifelong learners, “tech savvy-ish” and adventurous, seeking new experiences, but not deathdefying activities. They average four to five trips
longer than a weekend each year. They research

destinations online, are influenced by Courtesy ZOG Digital. (www.blog.zogdigital.com)
print and traditional media, and often
choose packaged tours or prepared itineraries.
Millennials, on the other hand,
pick destinations based what their friends
post or tweet. Social media engages and
drives them rather than online or print
ads. “They want a unique trip, something
that when posted will get them the most
likes or shares. The mindset is if you don’t
post pictures or tweet it, it didn’t happen.
They define adventure travel as jumping
services, Simper said. They are proponents of
off a cliff crazy,” Semper said.
“bliesure” travel, extending a business trip a few
While on a trip, 75% of boomers don’t en- days in order to explore an area, instead of rushgage in social media. They may be wary of letting ing home. Millennials enjoy travelling in tribes,
the world know that their homes are unoccupied, or such as a girls’ weekend. They want something
they may be more capable of disengaging. Simper out of the norm, something they have not done
said boomer travel often encompasses their bucket and something they can engage on digital and
lists or multi-generational adventures. They want a social media.
break from their routines, choosing to bike through
Hilton Hotels has created a spot-on,
wine country or explore new cultures, foods and quick question campaign directed at millennials,
activity. They search for limited service hotels that Simper said. It says something along the lines
serve breakfast. In fact, breakfast is the make or break of “If you like this, you love staying at Hilton
requirement for their hotel selection.
brand C. If you like that, our lodging brand D
Millennials seek deals on five-star hotels is made for you.” That’s what they want -- somewith amenities like concierges and other personal thing made just for them.
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The Arts of Self-Defense
By Eileen Mattei
Quicker than a karate chop, the Asian
martial arts exploded across the country after the debut of the movies “Karate Kid” and
“Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles” in the 1980s.
The lure of self-defense skills, increased selfconfidence and being part of a brotherhood attracted youth and adults to numerous martial
arts academies. What they instill -- in the form
of blocks, punches and kicks -- is discipline, respect, ethics and hard work.
These small businesses have owners
with years of experience and advanced rankings.
Martial art styles – judo, karate, taekwondo
(Korean karate), jiu-jitsu, kung fu -- come and
go in popularity with mixed martial arts (a mix
of styles) currently ascending. Changes continue: competitions are being deemphasized; some
academies downplay the mystical elements.
Most martial arts schools offer inducements to
differentiate themselves. Team Tiger Martial

Arts of McAllen, for example, offers after-school
pickup. But success comes down to the customers’
satisfaction with the results.
Plan to Expand
“I have the coolest job. I get to wear my
pajamas to work,” said Eric Arriaga, indicating his
white gi. Yet when he opened his taekwondo school
in 2006, it was a hobby business. Today his PST
Black Belt Academy has more than 200 students.
Last year revenues topped $330,000. Arriaga is preparing to franchise Black Belt Academy, having developed a turnkey package of the structure, program
and systems. That includes marketing, instructor/
staff training, 12-week curriculums, plus the physical set up from mats, mirrors and music to keeping
the place smelling fresh.
“We’re like Walt Disney for kids and their
families. We went from zero to hero in 24 months.
The system is already running,” said Arriaga who
graduated from UTB and went full time in 2010

The youngest students first learn to listen and follow instructions at Black Belt Academy. (VBR)

aided by his wife Leticia, the company president.
Despite being among the most expensive of martial arts schools regionally, attendance
has soared for the basic, black belt and elite leadership classes. Arriaga plans to move into a larger
facility in the near future and use the flagship
school in a strip center as the franchise model. “I
have the best staff: they touch people lives and
empower them. We have kids coming to Harlingen from Rio Grande City, Raymondville and
Edinburg. That tells you something.”
“Some families say they are looking for
focus, discipline, structure. The kids are in it for
the excitement. We don’t put pressure on kids to
compete,” Arriaga said. The school encourages
parents to take classes with their children, with
all ages letting go of frustrations and stress.
Black Belt Academy offers free women’s
self-defense classes most months as well as antibullying workshops. Martial arts birthday par-
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Adrian Arriaga holds a target while his younger brother kicks during practice at Ed’s World Class Martial Arts Acad- ties are available.
emy. (VBR)
Eric Arriaga learned taekwondo from his brother Ed Arriaga, who
since 1990 has run Ed’s World Class
Martial Arts Academy in Brownsville.
Ten years on, he bought property and
built a studio, expanding it as his business grew. The original lobby is now a
workout room for parents to use while
their children attend class. The new
lobby has elevated benches overlooking the large mat.
Desire, discipline and determination are what’s it all about, both
in learning taekwondo and running
a business, according to Ed Arriaga.
“We’ve gone through some good times
and bad times, good months and bad
months.” He heads a truly family
business with his wife Cynthia. His
sons Adrian, Michael and Daniel are
also his students and poster boys, appearing on large posters in taekwondo
leaps.
“Martial arts teaches a great
deal of discipline, and it brings everybody’s self-esteem up,” said Arriaga.
His students, who range from age 3
on up and include youths with autism,
opt to attend two, three or five days
per week. The discipline the students
achieve enables them to become community leaders as adults, he added,
mentioning former students, now policemen, teachers and college students,
who stop by to give their coach a hug.
“I must have done something good.
They respect themselves and others.”
“We set goals, but we’ve got
to have the support from moms and
dads.” That’s a two-way street. Arriaga provides a job list for students to
be assigned at home, having them accept responsibility such as hanging up
their clothes. Completed lists bring a
reward.
Arriaga does school presentations on anti-bullying. Despite the
proliferation of martial arts competitors, the Arriaga family continues to
apply determination and discipline to
succeed.
Grand master Johnny Gonzalez opened Johnny’s Korean Karate
32 years ago. “I have grandkids of
some of my first students now,” said
the ninth degree black belt. “Realitybased self-defense is what I teach -punches, grabs, chokes, on the ground
Ed’s World Class Martial Arts Academy is a family business, run by Ed and Cynthia Arriaga, with their sons Adrian, or standing up. Some days we train in
Michael and Daniel featured in Tae Kwon Do advertising posters. (VBR)
street clothes to get the idea of what
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it feels like to kick in jeans Kerri and Joshua Sharpless prepare for a takedown at Gracie Getting the opponent to the mat and gaining control often inand boots. Self-defense is Barra Brazilian Jiu-jitsu. (VBR)
volves using a knee to immobilize them during Brazilian jiua way to keep a situation
jitsu. (VBR)
from escalating. The first
and foremost rule we teach
is walk away.”
“Kids really take
to karate because of bullying,” he said. “You use
martial arts techniques to
get away quickly if you get
grabbed. ‘The movies are
one thing. That’s entertainment,’ I tell my kids.
The reality is totally different.”
Since 2011, Joshua and Kerri Sharpless
have operated McAllen’s
Gracie Barra Brazilian
Jiu-Jitsu school, owned by
Tyler Brossard who has the
Brownsville Gracie Barra
school. The floor-based
sport differs from other
martial arts in having no
striking, kicking, punching or weapons. Jiu-jitsu
takedowns are clearly derived from judo.
“It’s more realistic for street situations. We have a great antibullying program. This is a creative martial art;
moves are still being developed,” said Kerri. The
curriculum attracts kids and adults seeking selfdefense, exercise or even work skills for law enforcement.
On the self-defense side, students learn
how to escape a bear hug or chokehold. Joshua
compared the sports side of jiu-jitsu to human
chess: “You earn points from countering techniques and getting out of bad situations. It’s a
matter of who is in control, in the dominant
position, and learning how to get into and out
of those positions.”
“Some people are nervous to walk
through the door,” said Kerri. “We are a lifestyle-type of school.” About 80 kids come in on
a near-daily basis. She recommends training at
least three times per week. Students make their
own schedule, coming one to five times per
week for the same monthly fee.
The response to the school’s free women’s self-defense seminars has prompted the
couple to begin renovating space for those classes. “I encourage women to do it. It empowers
them and builds their confidence,” Kerri said.
For more information, see gbmcllen.com, piksungTKD.com, johnnyskoreankatate.com and edstdkbrownsville.com.
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Boarding School, Island-Style
By Eileen Mattei
“A lot of people want my job, but they
wouldn’t like the pay,” said Paul Terhaggen, a
tanned and weathered business owner known
as Jibber by windsurfing fans. “I love teaching
people.”
At his Windsurf – the Boatyard, he has
taught thousands how to windsurf, including
children of the kids he gave lessons to years ago.
The one-man operation also rents stand-up paddleboards and kayaks.
Terhaggen’s business has evolved considerably since he started out in 1976 renting
Hobie catamarans and Starfish sailboats from
his father-in-law’s dealership. Two years later,
he added windsurfing lessons and rentals. Back
then, South Padre Island didn’t have shoulder
seasons with surges of visitors in the spring and
fall or even the Queen Isabella Memorial Causeway. So Jibber spent the off-seasons doing odd
jobs and waiting tables.
“I’m kind of laid back,” said Jibber, explaining how he has adapted to the changing
market and blended it with his beach-focused
lifestyle. He operated his boatyard from the bayside end of Dolphin Street for 25 years, but then

Windsurf-the Boatyard also handles kayaks and SUPs. (VBR)

developments took over his launch site. When Hurricane Dolly destroyed Windsurf ’s modest office in
2008, Terhaggen shifted his business online and to
his mobile phone.
Today customers connect with Windsurf
through flyers in island hotels, and online via TripAdvisor, Yelp, the South Padre Island CVB site,
or through the Windsurf website or mobile phone.
Jibber brings the windsurfing boards, booms and

Jibber pulls up the small sail of a windsurfer.

(VBR)

sails or kayaks to a pre-arranged meeting site
with his Chevy van and low-boy trailer. Terhaggen likes his niche, teaching and renting out
30-35 boards and eight kayaks. “When you’re
learning, it’s a good idea to rent, so you know
what board you want. I never wanted to be in
retail sales.”
Anybody can learn to windsurf, he said.
“I have people learning in an hour, and they

July 2016
don’t even fall. Windsurfing is not a strength
sport. It’s finesse. The board is so wide now, you
stand and pull the sail up.” In the early days of
the sport, when the boards were teak, long and
heavy, windsurfing was indeed about strength.
“It was hard to learn on them. Now it’s different. We have 110-pound women who are really
good. Smaller sails are easier to control.”
Winds across the bay frequently are in
the 18-20 mph range, but vary tremendously,
Terhaggen said. “People from all over the world
come here for windsurfing. Some groups spend
the winter here. We almost always have a breeze,
but there’s not a lot of chop. The shallow water

makes it user friendly. You can recover without having to tread water.”
Terhaggen is president of the private club
Windsurfing and Kiteboarding Park, which holds
the lease on the gated SPI Wind Surfing Center, a
mile-and-a-half stretch of bay near Beach Access #5.
“Wind surfing brings a lot of windsurfers
here, many in their 50s, 60s and 70s,” he said. Laguna Madre conditions are less challenging than some
other locations. He also noted a strong link with
Winter Park, Colo.: many winter resort workers migrate to the island for a windsurf regatta and stay on
through the summer. As time gone on, the shoulder
seasons have gotten stronger, with more visitors, and
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Jibber thinks the island might take steps that attract more windsurfers.
“The city is looking at the feasibility of an environmental water park to support
that segment of the economy, that comes when
nobody else is here,” Terhaggen said. The park
would cater to kayaks, SUPS, windsurfers and
kite boarders, excluding power equipment.
“SUP -- it’s very, very easy, even less
challenging than windsurfing. The biggest
problem is managing your weight and the
equipment. Women, who are shorter generally,
do very well with it,” he said.
The island experienced nuisance high
tides during the spring, caused in part by heavy
rains in the Valley. That decreased easy access to
launch points.
Terhaggen said environmental water
sports rentals are still seasonal. He has diversified into long- and short-term rental properties
complete with tropical landscaping on Dolphin
Street in the area known as Jibberville. “It started for windsurfers. Now they’re available for
anyone ready to enjoy South Padre.” And who
doesn’t love a fun time on the Island?
For more information, call 561-4189.

Jibber sails across the Laguna Madre and can teach anyone how to windsurf in 60 minutes. (VBR)
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Innovative Therapy Perspective
wellness pro- Mary Thomas diversified her physical therapy practice into essential oils. (VBR)
gram.
It’s
about
the
outcome. I
encourage
you to start
your journey
and progress
at your own
pace.”
Thomas
has
consulted with
maquilas
and coached
employees
on posture,
body position
and
body awareness to bring
greater balance
into
individual
lives. “I see myself as a consultant who has a unique
“Some days I do a lot of therapy; other
combination of tools. I help them to get through the days it’s doTERRA (essential oils),” said Thomday with less fatigue, greater body balance and to as, who believes she differs from other therapists
have more left at the end of the day. The hardest part in her attention to searching for the best possible
is getting people’s minds to accept change.”
results for an individual. On the holistic side,
One boss was on the verge of fir- she teaches classes on using doTERRA essential
ing a productive employee because no oils and, for those interested in network marketone wanted to work with the man. ing, she shows them how to do simpler and easy
Thomas took the man into the gym sales of the products. “That’s become so much
and had him do various activities, and fun. I’ve met so many fabulous people.”
she outperformed him. “I told him,
Essential oils, which are steamed and
‘I didn’t do that because I’m stronger distilled from the plant, are used topically, arothan you or more skilled. I did it be- matically (diffused in the air) or ingested. Each
cause I’m more balanced. I invite you of doTERRA’s 45 essential oil has different propto have that experience and discover erties, from calming to energizing. Thomas herbetter balance.’” Thomas said that ap- self wears a pendant dabbed with arbor vitae, an
proach works well with men. “They essential oil that evokes a redwood forest.
don’t want touchy-feely methods.
If someone comes in for oils because of
They want to do an activity and talk pain, Thomas may talk about therapy options to
to you as they experience their body. maximize the oils’ benefits. “I’m about making
He made some huge changes.”
the systems work better together.” As a Sunday
In a society that’s all about the school teacher, Thomas mentioned the many
cool tech, Thomas finds it rewarding scriptures that refer to healing and anointing
to see people turn their health around with oils. “It doesn’t matter to me if someone
and have a more positive attitude, shows up for oils or physical therapy. It matters
combining physical therapy and holis- what they are open to.”
tic therapy. “What I help people with
With Innovative Therapy and do TERis self-reliance. They learn to recognize RA oils, Thomas believes has achieved an imporand take steps to find what works for tant balance, both professionally and personally.
shift to include holistic practices in a complete their own bodies. Sometimes it takes a lot of creativity and patience to find the right For more info, see innovativetherapypc.com.
Massage therapist Veronica Lozano of Innovative Therapy demon- steps.” The Innovative Therapy website has videos on breathing, handling
strates a chair massage. (VBR)
pain and destressing,
By Eileen Mattei
When Mary Thomas established her
physical therapy business in 1996, few outpatient practices like hers existed. She built Innovative Therapy up to nine employees in a large
facility. But eight years ago, a serious struggle
with Lyme disease forced Thomas to close her
business. Then, three years ago, after finding
alternative solutions for her medical problems,
she regained her health.
Thomas reopened her physical therapy office, but was surprised by new obstacles.
“It’s been much harder restarting my business.
So many things have changed in health care.”
Some medical practices that had been clients
were reluctant to return, fearing illness would
force her to close again. Additionally Thomas
herself had decided to take her business beyond
standard physical therapy modalities. She incorporated traditional holistic practices -- such as
meditation, essential oils, yoga and massage -which she had studied extensively and applied
to herself with significant success.
“What I value is the opportunity to help
someone find greater health and wholeness,”
Thomas said. “People are so individual. Whatever brings them in -- massage, physical therapy,
self-paced cardio-vascular classes, essential oils
-- doesn’t matter to me. It opens the door for a
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The Next Gen Entrepreneur
By Eileen Mattei
When Paul Bonilla visited a doctor’s office in 2012, he noticed that the signs directing
people to emergency exits were unattractive and
flimsy. “I thought I could do better.” He did.
At age 14, Bonilla launched Practice
Signs, which makes customized emergency
evacuation signs of doctors’ offices and other
facilities. In recognition of his entrepreneurial
spirit, hard work and innovation, the National
Federation of Independent Business named him
one of the four Texas winners of the 2016 NFIB
Young Entrepreneur Award and the recipient of
a $2,000 scholarship
Four years ago, after an online search,
Bonilla purchased an architectural app that let
him layout floorplans. After he measures all
the interior dimensions of a client’s offices, he
overlays emergency direction arrows and information including room numbers, fire alarm and
fire extinguisher locations and exterior meeting points in the computer program. He buys
board blanks in sizes appropriate to the location
and has the metal signs engraved. Practice Signs
also makes sturdy plastic signs in bright colors
for pediatric offices.
“When I went back to the doctor’s office with the first sign, he loved it. He said I
should do more.” Initially, Bonilla displayed
only the primary evacuation route, marked in
red, and included “You Are Here” points. He
has since added a blue, secondary route to the
evacuation signs in case the first exit is blocked.
“The signs are OSHA compliant,” he said. “I
oversee each building to make sure that it is in
full compliance on signs.” OSHA requires any
business with over 10 employees to have evacuation routes posted.
Every set of signs is unique to the medical practice. Each is oriented to an exact position in the building and its exit locations. “I
can add whatever they want: the business name
or logo or outside meeting points. Ultimately,
displaying these signs show that you really care
about their safety,” Bonilla said.
Doctors’ offices are often mazes of exam
rooms, procedure rooms, consulting rooms and
administrative rooms. The young entrepreneur
keeps a file of previous signs to contrast with his
own professional looking sign. It’s obvious that
many of the old signs were confusing, cluttered
and too small to be understood rapidly.
“I don’t know any other student who
owns a business,” said Bonilla. His father owns
the construction company Bonarc, and his
mother owns VFP International, a distributor
of valves and pipes. “That’s mainly where I got
my passion for business. Their success has driv-

en me.” Of course he has spent hours working with
his parents, particularly his mother. “I learned the
ins and outs of her company.”
During the school year, it took Bonilla
about two weeks to design, deliver and then personally install the finished plaques. “There’s a huge market in the McAllen area alone, hundreds of clinics.”
He typically shows his product to the doctor or a
practice manager. “If they think it is too expensive,
I go away and return in a few weeks. Often they decide they should replace their paper signs,” he said.
Some physicians have seen his signs at other practices and called him to place their order.
Last summer, in addition to running his
business, Bonilla spent time shadowing a surgeon, a
family friend. Bonilla graduated this semester from
McAllen ISD’s International Baccalaureate program
at Lamar Academy, one of the top-four-ranked high
schools in Texas. He won three other scholarships
and will attend UTRGV this fall to study business
management and continue growing his business. He
expects to meet more physicians, perhaps shadowing
some, and use his business acumen, a mixture which
he finds exciting. Bonilla plans to transfer to UTAustin and then go to medical school. “There are so
many paths to ultimately reach an MD. I want to

Blanca Villalobos
Assistant Vice President

Adrian Villarreal
Senior Executive Vice President

Paul Bonilla (VBR)

run a successful business as an MD. I still want
to pursue business.”
For more info, see practicesigns.com. Mention this
article for a $100 discount on a sign order.
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Getting Your Gecko Fix
Crested geckos are known for Gecko breeder Vicky Rodriguez displays gecko eggs being incubated. (VBR)
taking ‘leaps of faith.’”
While the geckos
from the South Pacific are easy
to take care of, they do require
natural light and a diet of live
crickets, certain roaches and a
specially formulated dry mix.
“People think they can just
feed them any bugs,” she said,
noting she has a rescue gecko,
which was dying of malnutrition. Feeding, cleaning
habitat, misting and weighing
them are all part of keeping
the geckos healthy. “If you’re
in this business, you need a
vet,” added Rodriguez, who
has found a willing partner in
Altas Palmas Animal Clinic.
Crested
geckos,
which are relatively new to the
pet trade, can’t cohabit except
when mating because they are
aggressive. Rodriguez said the
species was on the verge of
extinction at one point, but
commercial breeding is contributing to the survival of
species.
“I like social interaction and meeting new people
who know what I’m talking
about with selective breeding.” Her regularly updat- dehydrate. The breeder removes the eggs and
ed Facebook page, Tip O’Texas Geckos, connects candles them with the light from her cell phone
her to the segment of society that is intrigued by the to confirm they are fertilized. Then they go into
reptiles. Numerous pictures of breeding adults and an temperature-regulated incubator on a vergeckos for sale, as well as an album of just-hatched miculite substrate for 80 to 120 days. Just like
babies shots, share humans, offspring from the same parents can be
Facebook space with quite different,” Rodriguez said, who recently
in-depth
explana- began breeding spear-point geckos. “Babies are
tions of gecko care so rewarding, you get to see them grow. Some
and breeding. Out- colors pop out later, and their patterns change
of-state visitors have and enlarge.”
Rodriguez sells young geckos after they
been drawn to her
facility because of have stabilized and reached at least four grams in
her combination of weight. She ships them by overnight express, via
enthusiasm and ex- the Reptiles2you service, to points around the
country.
pertise.
Tip of Texas Geckos’ clientele has grown
Rodriguez has an
elaborate breeding to the point that Rodriguez has a terrarium-givesetup. During the away drawing running until July 13 for those
nine-month season, who like and share her Facebook page. “It’s to
nesting boxes have a say thank you for enabling me to continue my
substrate of sphag- work,” she said.
num moss, so the
two eggs a female For more information see Tip O’Texas Geckos on
An adult crested gecko kept for breeding at Tip O Texas Geckos. (VBR)
lays in a month don’t Facebook.

By Eileen Mattei
“You have to spend money to make
money,” said Vicky Rodriguez, owner of Tip O’
Texas Geckos. What started off as hobby four
years ago to keep her calm has evolved into a
business that breeds and sells crested geckos,
a popular terrarium pet originally from New
Caledonia. “I learned more about crested gecko
colors and that the market fluctuates depending on lineage, which wasn’t important 20 years
ago.”
The jump into business ownership required an investment -- tall, eight-gallon, clear
plastic tubs for each of her 48 breeding geckos;
smaller homes for the 50-plus offspring; activity perches and greenery; specialized feed; nest
boxes; and an incubator for over 50 eggs. “It
is totally worth it. I budgeted so I don’t owe
any money. I can relax and focus on my work.”
Rodriguez used payment plans for 95% of her
purchases of supplies and brood stock.
“Business-wise, this is my inventory
year, so I’m trying to build it up as much as I
can by acquiring breeders and breed their best
offspring,” said Rodriguez, who has become
versed in gecko genetics, colors and patterns.
“Breeders look for wide, kite-shaped heads. It
gets pretty intense. People are going to want to
buy the flashy, colorful ones. If you get a gecko
with less than ideal head structure, that means
it’s pet quality versus breeder quality.” Golden skins along with red spots and patterns are
prized. In fact, geckos with abundant attractive
spots are called Dalmatians.
Don’t expect to play with a crested
gecko, Rodriguez said. “They are more for show.
Some of them tolerate being touched more than
others. But don’t be upset if they jump away.
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Pena Uses Expertise on State Board
By Eileen Mattei
CPA Ben Pena of the Valley firm of Burton McCumber Cortez had already served three
years on the behavioral enforcement committee
of the Texas State Board of Public Accountancy
when he was appointed to the board itself late
last year by Gov. Greg Abbott. A specialist in
assurance services and fraud and forensics, Pena
now is one of 15 members of the governing
body that oversees licensing and other matters
involving certified public accountants in Texas.
“It was a natural progression to move up,” said
Pena, whose terms will end in 2021. The TSBPA protects the public by ensuring that persons
who become and practice as certified public accountants have the skills, education and capabilities to perform competently and professionally.
Pena, a Weslaco native who graduated
from UTPA with a BBA in accounting, now
lives in McAllen. He works primarily at BMC’s
Brownsville office. Pena has been a partner since
2010 and focuses on financial statement audits,
fraud risk mitigation and internal controls consulting. He often works from BMC’s McAllen
location, too. “I’m all over the Valley on any
given day.”
Pena, who is also a certified fraud examiner and a certified internal controls auditor,
contributed his expertise and experience during his three years on the TSBPA’s behavioral
enforcement committee. The committee reviews complaints against CPAs with hearings,
discussions and actions. When a complaint is
registered against a CPA, the board’s behavioral
committee steps in and decides the appropriate
action and enforces its decisions. “The only way
we find out about questionable or unethical behavior is when a complaint is filed,” Pena said.
“Often it happens when a client relationship
goes sour. We have to sort out what is a true
violation of the Public Accountancy Act. Sometimes those are easy; sometimes they are not.”
The State Board of Public Accountancy
encompasses multiple aspects of CPA licensing and oversight. Accountants who meet the
current educational requirement of 150 college
hours still have to work under another CPA for
a year. They are certified only after they pass
the CPA exam and meet the work experience
requirements.
The TSBPA requires every CPA to
complete a minimum of 40 hours of appropriate continuing education annually to remain
licensed. CPAs must also complete an ethics
course every other year. Another responsibility
of the board is to oversee financial statement auditors via an enrolled peer review program. An

auditors’ work is inspected periodically to ensure all
compliance with all audit requirements.
In addition, the rules and standards that
govern CPA practices such as independence, education and licensing continue to change with federal
and state lawmaking. “They are living, breathing
rules, and they do change,” Pena said. The TSBPA
revisits and adjust their rules in order to address
changes in laws.
Pena said the hours of college courses required to become a CPA can be achieved either
thorough obtaining a master’s degree or taking an
additional year of college classes, to satisfy the proportion of accounting to non-accounting hours “By
and large, we are seeing CPA candidates enroll in
a master’s program in public accountancy. It’s not a
difficult process, but it does have some challenges. A
CPA is highly coveted certification, and we want to
have the best.”
Pena noted the CPA exam format is scheduled to change in the near future. “The exam will
have more task-based simulations that require more
critical assessment and thinking. The change is
meant to be more representative of real CPA life.
Technology for administering the exam has allowed
this.”

Pena is currently Ben Pena (Courtesy)
president of the
RGV chapter of
the Association of
Certified Fraud
Examiners,
the
past president of
the RGV chapter
of Texas Society
of CPAs, and a director-at-large for
Texas Society of
CPAs. He was a
member of Leadership RGV Class
I and serves on the
steering committee
of the program which aims to have the Valley
cooperate and collaborate as one region.
In the community, Pena is vice president of the Brownsville Community Foundation, which is a collective of endowment funds
that support education and community objectives. He is also a director of the Brownsville
Chamber of Commerce and a VBR contributing columnist.
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Q & A on the non-profit business
Even though the IRS recorded a 44%
decline in the number of newly approved
501(c)3s between 2007 and 2013, some nonprofit industry analysts contend that the world
is in the midst of an “associational revolution.”
Given nonprofits’ volatility, what does it take
to run a successful nonprofit business, with
emphasis on the business elements? Patty Alexander is a grant consultant who has worked
as a public grant informational specialist with
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and served
as president of Weslaco’s Valley Nature Center
for two years. VBR’s Lori Vermaas talked with
Alexander while walking the trails at the Nature Center, navigating around a Texas tortoise,
Yellow-crowned Night-Heron, and other native
fauna and flora.
Q: Nonprofits are about focusing on a mission, not profits. But you need capital to stay
alive. How do you lay the foundation for an
effective operation?
A: It’s a different mindset in that nonprofits
want to put themselves out of business -- to
solve a problem, even though that’s not really

going to happen. But a nonprofit is a business. Patty Alexander (VBR)
Along with outlining goals to strive for, establishing measurable objectives for each, and tracking
whether or not you’re accomplishing them, having a good board of directors is key to establishing
your business as a nonprofit. What type of board
would work best for you -- people who are actually going to be there, day-to-day, working, or
people who can get out in the community and
raise funds for you? Usually a combination of the
two works best. They need to be passionate, committed to the mission. Find people who are enthusiastic about what you’re trying to accomplish,
especially business people, the movers and shakers
who are nested within the community.
Q: It seems like networking is incredibly crucial to starting a nonprofit and then running it
successfully.
A: Yes, the most successful nonprofits develop
partnerships with a lot of interested parties, including other nonprofits, businesses, municipalities,
governmental agencies. You absolutely have to have
those partnerships.
Q: You’re a grant writer. What role does grant
writing play in running a successful nonprofit?
How important is it to be diverse in the way you
fundraise?
A: A grant is one piece of the puzzle -- it’s a tool. If
you’re relying on it solely, that’s not realistic, though
you can rely on fundraising. But I wouldn’t advise
relying on one single type or donor. Establishing
partnerships in the community is the better way.
To visualize this better, I often tell people
the following hypothetical: Say you have a bunch of
duck hunters who want to preserve a lake to hunt
ducks for a short period of time during the year. Preserving that lake will benefit all sorts of folks: the
fishermen, picnickers, the wildlife, plus wetlands
protect other areas from storm water runoff, safeguarding people from flooding. When it comes to
raising money for this kind of effort, the hunters
have all kinds of groups they can contact who support these other interests. That’s how you diversify
your funding base. Think holistically, and get your
ducks in a row.
Q: How competitive is the nonprofit market locally?
A: It’s not really about competition. Successful nonprofits think cooperatively, because it conserves resources. One organization is usually better at doing
task A, while some other excels at task B. Regardless,
you’re getting more done with both of you function-

ing. There is some competitiveness, especially if
you’re going after the same grant. But the cooperative effort usually is the most successful. It
gives you more bang for the buck, because everyone’s pitching in.
For example, I’ve watched ecotourism
in the Valley grow because of cooperative partnerships. The Valley Nature Center, which started in 1984, was really instrumental in helping to
incubate things like the World Birding Sites. No
one site can do it all. Each has a specialty, something that it does better than anyone else. When
you pull them all together, you accomplish the
whole.
Another aspect of this involves forprofits. A 2011 study by Texas A&M – College
Station found that ecotourism was responsible
for bringing in $463 million annually in outside (nonresident) tourism, just within the four
counties. You don’t think that is of interest to
for-profit businesses, like hotels, gas stations
and restaurants, plus retail stores? That’s an additional example of cooperation. So it all works
together -- for-profit businesses and industries
can amplify nonprofits and really ramp up the
cause, making it more beneficial and profitable
for everyone.
Q: Is this a good time to run a nonprofit?
A: Well, if you don’t get started, nothing gets
done. So if you see a need and want to address it,
sure, now’s always a good time.
For additional information about trying to improve a non-profit, see councilofnonprofits.org and
foundationcenter.org.
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Pre-Marital Agreements
By Ramona Kantack Alcantara
Separate Property Agreements (also
known as Marital or Pre-Marital Agreements),
are often the last thing on a soon-to-be-married couple’s mind. Though many people perceive these agreements as evidencing mistrust
between a couple, marital agreements often
achieve greater harmony. For certain couples,
a marital agreement can help promote overall
family harmony and protect key assets from the
debts of the other spouse. If you are soon to be
married or are currently married and believe
that you may benefit from entering into a postmarital agreement, these are some things you
and your partner can do:
Discuss individual assets and debts.
First evaluate what property you and
your soon-to-be spouse own individually. Texas
is a community property state. In most instances, any property that was acquired during the
marriage, other than property obtained by gift
or inheritance, will be considered community
property. Conversely, any property obtained
prior to the marriage (or by gift or inheritance)
will be considered separate property. This concept is an important one because the classification of particular property could affect the
rights of creditors. Generally speaking, liability
for debts incurred before the marriage cannot
reach the community assets or the sole assets of
the non-debtor spouse. This creditor “protection” can be difficult to utilize in the event the
spouses sufficiently “commingle” their property.
Discuss treatment of separate property.
Couples should discuss how their separate property should be divided in the event of a
spouse’s death or a divorce. If there are children
from previous relationships, the characterization of property as separate or community may
dictate the disposition of that property upon
the death of one of the spouses. This discussion
goes far beyond simply saying “what’s mine before the marriage is mine after the marriage.”
In many situations, separate and community
assets are so “commingled” that separate assets
can be difficult to trace. For example, personal
savings accumulated before the marriage could
be used to buy a home or pay a mortgage during the marriage. How will a spouse’s separate
property be accounted for in such a situation?
Will the contributing spouse be credited for the
separate property or will it be considered a gift
to the community? Will that be considered a
gift? These are not easy questions, but it is often
easier to agree on these issues before a dispute
arises.

Discuss treatment of community property.
In most circumstances, income and assets
received during the marriage are considered community property. This includes wages and income earned
on separate property. It is important to discuss how
this property will be treated in the event of death
or a divorce. Dividing community property 50/50 is
common with many couples. However, there are certain situations where a 50/50 split may not be desirable such as when one spouse owns separate property
that produces large amounts of income.
Discuss how the assets will be managed.
Combining finances and money management styles is never easy. Though both may share a
love for music or certain types of food, individual
approaches towards money may not be so harmonious. Therefore, you and your partner should discuss
early on how assets and debts will be managed. Will
you use a joint checking account? Will that account
be divided equally in the event of death or a divorce,
regardless of the community/separate property ratio
that comprises the account? Furthermore, how will
pre- and post-marital debt be managed? These difficult questions undoubtedly need to be discussed.

Fraud & Forensic
Accounting
Services

Consider gifts from family and friends.
In most instances property obtained via
a gift is not considered community property.
However, some family members will give real estate as a wedding present. If the property is not
properly titled upon conveyance, the property
could end up in the name of their ex-in-law in a
divorce. Also, some gifts may take the form of a
low interest loan. How will this loan be handled?
Will both spouses be liable for repayment?
Discussing finances, debts, desires and
goals is essential to any healthy relationship.
While this is not intended to be an exhaustive list
of the considerations soon-to-be married couples
should take into account when deciding whether
to enter into a marital agreement, it should help
get the important conversations started. If you
believe that you and your intended fiancé would
benefit from entering into a marital agreement,
seek the services of a competent attorney.
Ramona Kantack Alcantara is an attorney with
the Kantack Alcantara Law Office, P.C.. The law
practice includes estate planning and probate, real
estate and business law. For more information, see
kantacklawoffice.com.
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A Business Is More Than Numbers
By Arnoldo Mata
Many businesses, especially new businesses, hit a point where the owner has to decide whether to keep going or close. Something
similar happens to people when they first think
about starting a business. Knowing when to
launch a new business is clearly not an exact
science. Each venture is different, as is each entrepreneur. In the end, the entrepreneur has to
do serious soul searching to determine what the
next step is.
I was working with a client on a business plan for a small, part-time business selling
a combination of products and services. Sales
were not where they should be, and the business
was not thriving. She was struggling to determine whether to go full-time or give up.
We worked on the business plan, looking at different options and strategies for potential growth. Despite turning the numbers inside
out for two weeks, we were stumped. The business model was not working. “Should I give up
on this business, on the idea?” she asked. These
are two different questions. I suggested she look
at it from a different perspective.
A business and an idea for a business

are not the same thing. The business is the implementation/execution of the idea. Any number of factors can get in the way of making implementation
work: time, location, environment, resources, etc.
You can give up on the business today, and maybe
come back a year or more later, once you’ve fixed the
implementation/execution or once the environment
is better suited to the idea.
Numbers tell you whether the business is
working or not. The numbers can be fudged, but
they can’t be fudged for long. Projections can be
tweaked, but actual daily numbers are what tell the
truth. You give up on a business when the numbers
are simply not working out.
But you should never quite give up on a
business idea. You can push it back, let it sit idle,
tinker with it and then come back to it. Some ideas
are not workable, and it may take time to determine
the flaws and weaknesses. Others are just ahead of
their time, not in the right place/environment or
need someone else to implement them.
Yes, sometimes we are not the persons destined or capable of implementing an idea. I’ve realized that on a few occasions and turned an idea over
to someone else. Keep the idea. You can always tinker with the idea on paper without losing your shirt.
Consider that you may be an idea person and not a
business person.
Y o u
need to know
where
your
strengths
are
and weaknesses
are. You should
be wary of a
business environment that
focuses on your
weaknesses. Not
everyone
has
the skills and
temperament to
own a restaurant or a motorcycle shop,
for example. It’s
not necessarily
about passion,
but that helps.
After
looking at the
business
and
the idea separately, my client determined
that there were
elements of the
business model

that she did not feel comfortable doing. She
opted to close the business. Luckily for her, she
did not lose any money in doing so.
She spent time trying to match her skills
and strengths with various versions of the business idea. Three months later, we started with a
new business plan. Two months later, she started
up the business with a new approach. Because it
was based on her strengths, she felt more comfortable with the direction it was taking. She was
more service-oriented than product sales. She
partnered with a company that handled product sales. This provided higher profit margins for
her.
In business, owners tend to focus too
much on the numbers and not enough on
matching themselves with the business. Owning
a business is like a marriage. You have to be truly
matched up for it to work.
Arnoldo Mata heads Leadership Resource Group,
specializing in leadership and management training, grant writing and strategic planning, with
more than 25 years working with non-profit organizations, community organizations, local governments and private businesses. He can be contacted
at arnoldo.mata@hotmail.com.
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Increasing Wage Pressure
Courtesy of Manpower Group
It’s a delicate time for many companies.
These organizations need workers to seize fresh
opportunities and launch new products and services that can help them grow. But finding and
retaining workers has become more challenging
than ever. With the slow, steady decline of the
unemployment rate, there are fewer candidates
than ever. Many of those available lack the right
skills.
Increasing compensation can help firms
address this problem. It can ensure that they
have the talent to improve efficiency and innovation. A number of major brands have already
developed a new appreciation of the connection between pay, talent and results. Such major brands as Target, T.J. Maxx, Walmart, McDonald’s and Starbucks boosted starting wages
over the first six months of 2015, and others are
likely to follow suit. Experts are predicting upward pressure on wages for the remainder of the
year and beyond as more organizations see the
advantages of higher pay and benefits.
“Candidates are looking for more competitive employment packages due to the tightened labor market. Offering wages at or above
the market average allows employers and recruiters to more quickly source and attract the
best talent,” said Sunny Ackerman, vice president and general manager for the West Division
of Manpower.
But the timing and execution has to
be right. Done without an overriding strategy,
pay hikes are likely to have an only temporary
benefit. That can leave companies in the same
situation as if they didn’t use incentives, at all:
grasping for ways to make workers feel valued,
struggling to secure the most skilled talent.
The most successful, long-term improvement in hiring and retention requires a
systematic approach. That means involving senior management and creating a process similar
to what a company would do for any other important initiative. Make no mistake: Compensation initiatives on an organizational level rep-

resent a fundamental business change, not a stopgap
measure.
Organizations must think deeply about how
increasing compensation might fit with their human
resources and overall business strategy. They must
consider their resources and the competitive landscape. They must look
carefully at the types of
employees they want
to have on an ongoing
basis.
Several companies have already
amped up their compensation to ensure
talent does not wind
up with rivals. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, wage growth
jumped 2.8 percent in the first quarter of 2015
(wage growth slowed in the second quarter of 2015),
the fastest gain in pay since 2008. This means wages
are now growing even faster than the boom times
of 2004 and 2005 when heated financial, real estate
and technology markets propelled the economy. Research by ManpowerGroup in 2015 found that more
than half of 1,000 U.S. employers reported wage increases over the previous year and that the trend is
particularly strong among blue-collar workers.
National unemployment has been hovering just above 5.1 percent, its lowest mark since
early 2008. Some economists consider this full or
acceptable unemployment because even in robust
economies, there will always be people who lose
their jobs or work seasonal positions that run their
course.
The end effect is that the balance of power
between employer and employee has tipped to the
latter. Job seekers who not long ago worried about
their security can now compare offers, including
compensation. “It is an employee’s market,” John
Cyrier, co-founder and president of the 48-employee Austin, Tex.-based builder Sabre Commercial
Inc., told Bloomberg Business News in mid-April.
A number of economists are expecting this
trend to widen in the coming months. In employ-

ment research group Glassdoor’s second quarter
Employment Confidence Survey, 52 percent of
employees reported confidence in the job market. It was the first time since Glassdoor first
posed this question in early 2009 that a majority of employees felt this way.
“As we see consumer
confidence and the economy
surging, we also see job market confidence, expectations
for a pay raise and business
outlook optimism not only
increasing, but hitting new
highs, further supporting
that we are currently in the
best job seeker’s market
we’ve seen in a generation,”
said Rusty Rueff, Glassdoor career and workplace expert. “Employers should be on alert that
employees may be more willing to jump ship or
ask for a pay raise, especially younger workers.
This subset of employees will need special attention because, for the first time since they entered the workforce, they are feeling the effects
of a very healthy job market. Extra attention on
retention efforts will help reduce turnover.”

“Several companies have
already amped up their
compensation to ensure
talent does not wind up
with rivals.”
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Bringing the Inside Out
By Nydia Tapia - Gonzales
On average, 2.4 million searches go
through Google every 60 seconds, according to
a recent statistic. Being on top of such searches
is a must for every business owner and professional. Google trusted and certified photographer Rod Hunter knows this and offers solutions that are worth considering.
A native of Brownsville, Hunter grew
up in the Valley and graduated from Marine
Military Academy in Harlingen. During his
time in the U.S. Navy he picked up the passion
for photography. “For over 30 years, I have been
a camera hobbyist. I have fun with my camera.
I learned most of the tricks by watching my late
brother Rick, who was a professional photographer in the San Antonio and Austin area. My
mother was a painter, so I believe artistry runs
in the family,” said Hunter.
Hunter moved to South Padre Island
in 1978 when he was a teenager. Years later,
he developed a real estate photography business on the island, a community he cares for
and that benefits from his photography skills in
support of local events. Today, Hunter is the
proprietor and manager of Hunter Services, a

business consisting of four Rod Hunter (Courtesy)
elements: real estate photography, wedding, family and
special events photography,
and the art gallery he recently
opened, Hunter Gallery. “My
brother’s death motivated me
to open this gallery. I want to
showcase his work for people
to see,” Hunter said.
The final aspect of
the business launched in September 2015 when Hunter
became the only Google
trusted and certified photographer south of Corpus
Christi. Hunter’s new venture involves his ability to
create high-end virtual tours
of properties around the Rio
Grande Valley. Hunter uploads these virtual tours to
Google and Google Maps to
increase a venue’s presence on
the internet. “People searching your business name or
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˜
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similar services in certain areas are now able to
walk through the door and see what the place
looks like in addition to knowing where to find
the business,” Hunter said.
According to Hunter, Google introduced the “street view” feature in 2008 using the
now familiar cars with cameras placed on top to
capture street views from all over the world. Today, the service is expanding to provide “inside
views” to enhance the search engine experience.
To become a Google certified photographer,
Hunter had to acquire special equipment and
go through special training. Prior to his certification, Hunter submitted his work and passed a
test to meet Google standards. The demand for
the new service is keeping Hunter and his real
estate photography business busy.
Virtual tours, he said, are ideal for attractions, hotels, night clubs, condominium
rental businesses and restaurants. Virtual tours
draw between 30-40% more visitors to a website, a New York City study revealed. For the
most part, Hunter said, businesses benefit from
an online professional virtual tour. “Virtual
tours help remove people’s anxiety of going into
new places, even dentist offices,” he said, stressing that even museums can use virtual tours to
capture and catalog past exhibits to enhance the
visitor experience.
“My focus is to help the business owners promote their services or products. I can help
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Rod Hunter recently completed photographing the Google virtual tour of Marcello’s Italian Restaurant in Port Isabel. (Courtesy)

them put their business on the top of Google
and Google Maps searches with a professional
virtual tour,” said Hunter. Contracting Hunter
to create a high quality virtual tour of a business starts with scheduling an appointment for
a walk-through of the property to get a feel of
the place. During a visit with the client, they
review the options that would enhance the video the most and how much they feel comfortable with showing. A proposal is created and if
approved, a shoot date is scheduled for Hunter
to do his work. In about two weeks, the virtual
tour will be uploaded to Google and available to
the client to feature in private websites.
Most people think of virtual tours as
videos, but they are not, as Hunter explained.
They are a series of panoramic photographs
“stitched together” electronically and requiring
a special lens and computer equipment. Hunter’s expert skills come in not only at the time
of the shoot, but when stitching the images in
proper sequence. His work is not done until it
is approved by Google. Once it is, it goes online
and becomes available to thousands, if not millions, of potential clients, and it remains there
for as long as Google wants. For a one-time expense, the virtual tour is accessible for several
years, and that is an offer worth considering.
For more information, call Rod Hunter at 7728140 or see seeinsidergv.com.
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In the Spot light

Sisters Linda Golden and Ann Hunsaker opened the new Sisters
location on South Padre Island in June. A VBR story last November anticipated the reinvention and expansion of the interior
design and décor business. (VBR)

PeopleSpring’s networking event at The Grindstone combined
lunch, contact bingo and valuable new connections for women
business owners. The Grindstone was profiled in VBR in April.
(VBR)

Raising Cane’s held its third grand opening in the Rio Grande Valley on June 21 at 1100 N.
Westgate Drive, just down the street from Weslaco High School. First-time visitors were treated
to traditional cheers and other high-energy chants to launch the location in unique Cane’s fashion, compliments of its 50-60 newly hired crewmembers. (VBR)

At Harlingen’s second Chic-Fil-A restaurant grand opening, Rio Grande Valley and Laredo
operators were on hand to welcome customers and enjoy Harlingen Area Chamber of Commerce
ribbon cutting festivities. (VBR)

For consideration in one of our featured sections, email your photos and captions to info@valleybusinessreport.com.

Exactly the point
T

he Port of Brownsville is the point
where more steel crosses the border
into Mexico than any other U.S. port.
More to the point, it’s the largest landowning port in the nation with 40,000
acres ripe for development. The U.S. LNG
industry gets the point, too. Three LNG
exporters are in the permitting process to
build billions of dollars of infrastructure at
the Port of Brownsville. Also pointing in the
right direction is new legislation benefiting
wind energy equipment providers and
new unencumbered crude oil exports. The
point is, the Port of Brownsville serves a
growing consumption zone of more than
10 million people within a three-hour drive
on both sides of the border with a costsaving heavy haul corridor and efficient rail.
It’s the most important international cargo
transfer point on the Gulf of Mexico. The
port that works – the Port of Brownsville.
Get the point?

portofbrownsville.com
1000 Foust Rd • Brownsville, TX 78521
(956) 831-4592
1-800-378-5395

The port that works

